
  

SDG   Webinar   5   PROGRAMME:   17   March   (Wednesday),   14:00   -15:30   Paris   Time     

SDGWG   Webinar   5:   Policy   +   Partnerships   :   Coming   
Together   to   Mobilize   Heritage   for   Sustainable   

Development(SDG   1-17)     

Registration:     
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_NT50MrTTQTu2UujkjSiaxA   

  
Public   viewing:    https://www.facebook.com/ICOMOSinternational/live   

  

ICOMOS  understands  that  multi-stakeholder      
partnerships  are  important  to  enable  the  sharing         
of  knowledge,  technologies,  expertise  and       
financial  resources  to  protect  and  conserve        
heritage  and  promote  sustainable  development.       
ICOMOS  partners  with  various  institutions  and        
stakeholders  to  safeguard  and  support  the        
conservation  of  heritage  places  around  the        
world.  During  the  last  decade,  ICOMOS  has  also          
developed  a  body  of  work  captured  in  various          
doctrinal  texts,  charters,  resolutions,  policies       
and  other  publications  to  advocate  for  heritage         
as   a   driver   and   enabler   of   sustainability.     

The  fifth  webinar  of  ICOMOS  SDGWG  will         
present  its  recently  completed  document       
entitled,   “Heritage  and  the  Sustainable       
Development  Goals:  Policy  Guidance  for       
Heritage  and  Development  Actors” .  The       
document  illustrates  many  ways  which  suggest        
how  heritage  can  be  integrated  into  larger         
strategies  of  building  a  sustainable  future.  By         
providing  guidance  to  ICOMOS  members,       
heritage  professionals,  and  development  actors,       
the  document  aims  to  demonstrate  the  potential         
of  harnessing  heritage  to  assist  in  achieving         
sustainable  development.  Several  case  studies       
will  be  shared  to  provide  further  translation  of          

the   policy   to   real   examples.   

Two  types  of  partnerships  will  also  be  showcased  in  the  webinar:  the  first  will  focus  on  urban                   
partnerships  that  situate  heritage  in  sustainable  cities  emphasising  on  sensitive  urban  regeneration,              
amidst  the  threat  of  climate  change.  The  second  type  of  partnership  will  look  into  the  intertwined                  
nature  and  culture  linkages  that  reflect  a  holistic  approach  to  the  heritage  practice.  Both  will  highlight                  



  

the  need  for  inclusive  governance  and  effective  integrated  management  so  that  sustainable              
development  is  achieved  by  fostering  the  engagement  of  local  communities  including  urban              
communities,   indigenous   peoples   and   migrants,   while   allowing   cultural   practices   to   thrive.     

  

PROGRAMME   

Introduction:   Miray  Hasaltun  Wosinski ,  Secretary  of  ICOMOS  Bahrain  and  Communications  Officer             
of   the   SDGWG   (5   minutes)     

POLICY   GUIDANCE   FOR   HERITAGE   AND   SUSTAINABLE   DEVELOPMENT :   (25   minutes)     
SPEAKERS:   
Sophia   Labadi,    Professor   in   Heritage,   University   of   Kent   
Ege   Yildirim,    Heritage   Planner   
Ilaria   Rosetti,     PhD   candidate,   University   of   Antwerp,   ARCHES   research   group   
Francesca   Giliberto,    Post-Doctoral   Research   Fellow,   Praxis/University   of   Leeds   /   
University   of   Kent   
Linda   Shetabi,    Heritage   Consultant,   PhD   candidate   in   Urban   Studies,   University   of   
Glasgow   
Topic:   Heritage   and   the   Sustainable   Development   Goals:   Policy   Guidance   for   Heritage   and   
Development   Actors   
  

Key  points  to  tackle:  The  ICOMOS  SDGs  Working  Group  will  showcase  the  Policy  Guidance  document,                 
its  aims,  key  messages  and  case  studies.  It  will  highlight  the  scientific  expertise  of  the  ICOMOS                  
SDGs  Working  Group  and  various  scientific  committees  at  the  national  and             
international  levels.  It  also  builds  on  the  doctrinal  texts  created  by  the  ICOMOS               
global  membership,  that  have  shaped  heritage  conservation  literature  worldwide.           
The  presentation  will  also  provide  ways  on  how  the  document  can  be  used  by  various                 
actors   in   and   outside   of   the   heritage   field   in   the   future.     
  

PARTNERSHIPS   FOR   HERITAGE   AND   SUSTAINABLE   DEVELOPMENT   
SPEAKER   1:    Roi   Chiti ,   Coordinator   of   the   Andean   Countries   Hub,   United   Nations   
Human   Settlements   Programme   (UN-Habitat)   (15   minutes)     
Topic:    Partnerships   for   Sustainable   Cities:   Strengthening   the   Role   of   Heritage   in   Sustainable   
Urban   Development     
  

Key  points  to  tackle:  Urban  heritage  is  particularly  vulnerable  to  the  fast  pace  of                
transformation.  With  rapid  urbanizations  and  poor  economic  resources,  these           
challenges  are  even  more  pronounced.  In  situations  of  conflict  and  natural  disaster,  the               
loss  of  heritage  is  also  severe  and  its  protection  and  preservation  particularly              
challenging.  UN-Habitat  would  like  to  discuss  three  issues  that  face  urban  heritage  and               
human  development  for  cities:  climate  change,  socio-economic  reactivation  with  covid,            
and  social  inclusion  of  refugees  and  migrants.  Case  studies  will  be  shown  to  showcase                
the  role  of  heritage  (tangible,  intangible,  cultural,  natural)  and  its  importance  in              
sustainable   cities.     

  
  

SPEAKER   2:    Tim   Badman,    Director   of   the   World   Heritage   Programme,   International   Union   for   

Conservation   of   Nature   (IUCN)     (15   minutes)     



  

Topic: Partnerships   linking   nature   and   culture:   PANORAMA   Nature-Culture   Solutions   
  

Key  points  to  tackle:  PANORAMA  Nature-Culture  Thematic  Community  hosts  a            
repository  of  case  studies  of  solutions  that  demonstrate  the  benefits  of  managing              
heritage  places  both  for  nature-culture  conservation  and  sustainable  development  and            
structuring  them  to  be  shared  and  applied  in  other  situations.  It  also  collects  and                
documents  management  practice  from  the  ground  to  build  links  between  practice  and              
theory,  links  between  local  and  global,  links  between  practitioners  and  researchers,             
and  links  between  nature  and  culture.  Panorama  Solutions  also  provides  a  stable,              
long-term  platform  space  to  share  experience,  build  and  maintain  a  network  of  sites               
and   people   and   track   the   evolution   of   results   over   time.   
  
  

Q&A:    moderated   by   Miray   Hasaltun   Wosinski   and    Laure   Marique,    ICOMOS   Emerging   Professional   
Working   Group   Multilingual   Communications   Officer   (20   minutes),   with   Expert   Reactor   in   Facebook:   
Olimpia   Niglio,    Representative   of   ISCARSAH   to   the   ICOMOS   SDGWG     
  
  

Final   Wrap   up:    Gabriel   Caballero,    ICOMOS   Focal   Point   on   the   Sustainable   Development   Goals     (5   
minutes)   
  
  

FACEBOOK   EXPERT   REACTOR   
  

Olimpia   Niglio,    Representative   of   ISCARSAH   to   the   ICOMOS   SDGWG,   Professor   in   Comparative   
History   of   Architecture   at   Hokkaido   University,   Japan     
  

Olimpia  Niglio  is  Professor  in  Comparative  History  of  Architecture  and  appointed             
at  Hokkaido  University,  Graduate  School  of  Humanities  and  Human  Sciences,            
Japan.  She  is  also  a  Research  Fellow  at  Kyoto  University  Graduate  School  of               
Human  and  Environmental  Studies,  and  Professor  at  Universidad  de  Bogotá            
Jorge  Tadeo  Lozano,  Colombia.  She  studied  at  the  University  of  Naples             
“Federico  II”  where  she  also  obtained  the  Ph.D,  Executive  Master  at  Business              
School  Sole24ore  and  Post  Ph.D  (Miur)  in  Conservation  of  Architectural            
Heritage.  She  is  the  director  of  EdA  Esempi  di  Architettura  International             
Research  Center.  In  2020,  she  won  a  fellowship  at  Korea  Foundation  (South  of               
Korea,  Seoul).  She  is  vice  president  ICOMOS  International  Scientific  Committee            
PRERICO  and  vice  president  ACLA,  Asian  Cultural  Landscape  Association  (SNU,            
Seoul).   

  
  

Registration   for   Social   Media:   
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/7316150841722/WN_NT50MrTTQTu2UujkjSiaxA   
  

Registration   for   ICOMOS   Website:   
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/9016150843285/WN_NT50MrTTQTu2UujkjSiaxA   
  

Registration   for   Email   /   ICOMOS   E   News:   
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/8416150843560/WN_NT50MrTTQTu2UujkjSiaxA   



  

SDGWG   Webinar   5:   Policy   +   Partnerships   :   Coming   
Together   to   Mobilize   Heritage   for   Sustainable   

Development(SDG   1-17)     

  

SPEAKERS   PROFILE   

  
POLICY   GUIDANCE   FOR   HERITAGE   AND   SUSTAINABLE   DEVELOPMENT   

  
Prof.   Sophia   Labadi   

Professor  Sophia  Labadi’s  academic  background  includes  degrees  in          
Heritage  Studies  (PhD  and  MA)  and  Political  Sciences  (BA).  She  is             
currently  an  AHRC  Leadership  Fellow  (2019-2020),  researching  why          
heritage  was  marginalised  from  the  Sustainable  Development  Goals.          
Much  of  Sophia's  research  has  focused  on  how  heritage  sites  and             
museums  can  address  some  of  the  most  pressing  global  challenges,            
including  social  justice,  gender  equality  or  sustainable  development.  Her           
research  is  nourished  by  her  previous  experiences  as  consultant  for            
international   organisations   

  
Dr.   Ege   Yildirim   

Dr.  Ege  Yildirim  is  an  urban  planner  and  heritage  conservation  specialist             
with  over  20  years'  experience  working  in  Turkey  and  internationally.  Her             
work  focuses  on  heritage  policy  and  governance;  UNESCO  World           
Heritage;  and  sustainable  development.  She  has  a  PhD  on  social            
environmental  sciences  from  Ankara  University,  and  was  a  Fulbright           
Scholar  at  Pratt  Institute,  New  York.  Based  in  Istanbul  since  2013,  her              
previous  work  includes  positions  of  conservation  planner  at  KA-BA           
Architecture  Ltd,  Ankara;  conservation  coordinator  at  Abu  Dhabi          
Authority  for  Culture  &  Heritage;  consultant  and  Site  Manager  of  the             
Historic  Guild  Town  of  Mudurnu;  and  Key  Expert  in  the  EU-Turkey             

Anatolian  Archaeology  and  Cultural  Heritage  Institute  project.  Most  recently,  she  has  served              
as  the  ICOMOS  Focal  Point  for  the  UN  SDGs  (2016-2020),  and  currently  coordinates  the                
Sustainability   Thematic   Debate   of   the   OurWorldHeritage   Initiative.   

Ms.   Ilaria   Rosetti   

Ilaria  Rosetti  is  a  Ph.D.  candidate  at  the  University  of  Antwerp,  in  the               
Antwerp  Cultural  Heritage  Sciences  (ARCHES)  research  group,  and          
visiting  researcher  at  TUDelft,  in  the  Heritage  and  Values  chair  (HEVA).             
Her  research  focuses  on  the  role(s)  that  participation  in  heritage            
practices  can  play  in  achieving  sustainable  urban  development.  Her           



  

experience  includes  projects  for  public  and  private  institutions,  both  in  the  academic  and               
professional  sphere,  within  fields  of  cultural  policy,  sustainable  tourism,  community            
engagement,  and  strategies  for  the  UN  Sustainable  Development  Goals  (SDGs).  As  an              
academic  and  heritage  professional,  she  is  dedicated  to  supporting  planning,  monitoring  and              
assessment  of  participatory  heritage  practices,  with  a  focus  on  capacity  building  and              
resources  generation,  for  achieving  the  UN  2030  Agenda.  She’s  an  active  member  of  the                
ICOMOS  SDGs  Working  Group  and  ICOMOS  Netherlands.         
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ilaria-rosetti-4b086977/   

  
Dr.   Francesca   Giliberto   

  
Dr  Francesca  Giliberto  is  Post-Doctoral  Research  Fellow  at          
Praxis/University  of  Leeds,  where  she  focuses  on  heritage  for  global            
challenges.  In  parallel,  she  is  working  at  the  University  of  Kent  on  a               
research  project  exploring  the  impacts  of  Covid-19  on  heritage-based           
tourism  in  Sub-Saharan  Africa  and  how  to  rethink  more  sustainable            
tourism  strategies.  In  the  past  nine  years,  she  has  carried  out             
comparative  and  interdisciplinary  research  on  cultural  heritage  and          
sustainable  development  as  well  as  on  urban  heritage  conservation  and            
management  in  the  framework  of  the  UNESCO’s  Historic  Urban           

Landscape  Recommendation,  the  United  Nations  Agenda  2030  and  the  2015  UNESCO  Policy              
on  World  Heritage  and  Sustainable  Development.  She  actively  contributes  to  the  work  of  the                
ICOMOS  SDGs  Working  Group  and  to  Our  World  Heritage  Initiative,  and  has  co-organized               
several  international  conferences  and  workshops  on  her  research  topics  in  the  UK,  France,               
Argentina,  South-Africa,  Morocco  and  Lebanon.  Her  work  purposely  aims  to  have  an  impact               
in   theory   and   in   practice,   to   influence   decision-making   and   to   foster   societal   challenges.   
  

Ms.   Linda   Shetabi   
  

Ms  Linda  Shetabi  is  a  heritage  consultant  and  PhD  Candidate  in  Urban              
Studies  (University  of  Glasgow,  School  of  Social  and  Political  Sciences),            
examining  Scottish  heritage  conservation  policy  within  the  context  of  the            
UN  2030  Agenda  and  environmental  sustainability.  Alongside  teaching,          
she  serves  on  the  ICOMOS  SDGs  Working  Group  Task  Team  for  Priority              
Action  1.  Previously,  Linda  was  the  Academic  and  Research  Coordinator            
for  Architectural  Conservation  Programmes  at  the  University  of  Hong           
Kong  where  she  led  the  implementation  of  Heritage  Inventory  and            
Management  System  for  Hong  Kong  and  Yangon.  Throughout  the  years,            
Linda  has  served  on  a  variety  of  boards  as  an  advocate  for  heritage  and                

community  rights,  negotiating  mutually  agreeable  solutions  between  developers,          
government   institutions   and   homeowners .   

  
  
  

   



  

PARTNERSHIPS   FOR   HERITAGE   AND   SUSTAINABLE   DEVELOPMENT   
  

Mr.   Roi   Chiti:   “Partnerships   for   Sustainable   Cities:   Strengthening   the   Role   of   
Heritage   in   Sustainable   Urban   Development ”      

  
Roi  Chiti  is  an  Italian  national,  who  has  been  the  Leader  of  Global               
Advocacy  Platforms  at  UN-Habitat  from  2018-2019  and  since  2019  he            
leads  the  Regional  UN  Interagency  Alliances,  and  is  now  the  UN  Habitat              
coordinator  for  the  operations  in  the  Andean  Countries.  Since  2009,  he             
has  been  part  of  UN-Habitat  as  Kenya  Chief  Technical  Advisor  at  the              
Regional  Office  for  Africa  and  in  2012  he  moved  to  the  External  Relations               
Division,  where  he  coordinated  the  substantive  programme  of  four           
editions  of  the  World  Urban  Forum  (WUF),  the  premier  global  platform             
on  sustainable  urban  development.  Between  2014  and  2017,  Mr.  Chiti            
was  seconded  to  the  Habitat  III  Secretariat  to  coordinate  the  knowledge             

and  policy  dimensions  of  the  Habitat  III  preparatory  process,  including  leading  the  drafting               
committee  that  supported  Member  States  in  the  progressive  formulation  of  the  outcome              
document,   adopted   as   the   New   Urban   Agenda   in   Quito   in   2016.    
  
  
  

Mr.   Tim   Badman:   ”Partnerships   linking   nature   and   culture:   PANORAMA   
Nature-Culture   Solutions”   

  
Tim  Badman  is  Director  of  IUCN's  World  Heritage  Programme.  He  has             
been  senior  IUCN  spokesperson  on  World  Heritage,  chair  of  the  IUCN             
World  Heritage  Panel  and  Head  of  IUCN’s  delegation  at  World  Heritage             
Committee  meetings  since  2007.  From  April  2019,  Tim  leads  IUCN's            
Nature  Culture  Initiative,  developing  closer  links  between  the  Nature  and            
Culture  sectors,  including  through  the  World  Heritage  Leadership          
Programme  jointly  run  by  ICCROM  and  IUCN  with  support  from  Norway.             
Tim  joined  IUCN  having  worked  as  team  leader  of  the  Dorset  and  East               
Devon   Coast   World   Heritage   Site,   UK.   


